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Abstract The SAGRES Virtual Museum is an educational environment built on the Web 
that facilitates the organisation of visits to museums, presenting museums' 
information bases in a way adapted to the user's characteristics. SAGRES 
incorporates personal assistan1s to help the user during the navigation and 
operation of the system. As an educational environment it is important to 
evaluate the usability of SAGRES, because products with low usability are 
generally responsible for frustration, anxiety and low productivity, and they 
can allow the leamer to arrive at mistaken or erroneous conclusions. So we 
developed some validations. We adopted two methods: tests with users and 
usability inspection. With these validations we identify some positive and 
negative characteristics of the system, considering the usability and 
ergonomics aspects of the interface. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the virtual museums on the Web are sites that offer on-line 
leaming resources, inviting the visitor to investigate and to explore the 
information available. SAGRES is a virtual museum that seeks a cooperation 
between museums and schools, in order to create a new educational 
environment that provides continuous education, allowing access to 
information about the museum to the community in general. SAGRES 
facilitates the organisation of visits to museums, presenting museums' 
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information bases in a way adapted to the user' s characteristics ( capacities 
and preferences). The system determines the group of links appropriate to 
the users, showing them in a subsequent HTML page (Bertoletti and Costa 
1999). 

There is a module in SAGRES, the agent's module, responsible for 
overcoming some limitations of hypermedia systems, such as the Iack of 
initial training and the possibility of the user getting lost during navigation, 
due to the large amount of links available. This module uses software agents 
to overcome these limitations. Thus, software agents are used as virtual 
guides and they have the responsibility to assist the learner during an 
interaction with the system. These guides are represented by animated 
characters. According to Hayes-Roth and Doyle (1998) the introduction of 
characters on the Internet could bring the sensation that people are 
interacting with 'real characters' in virtual worlds. This sensation is 
intensified because characters simulate verbal and physical behaviour, 
similar to the humans, such as happiness, satisfaction and greeting. As 
people are social beings and interact instinctively with each other, the user's 
interaction with the interface should become friendlier. 

As an educational environment is important to evaluate the usability of 
SAGRES, because products with low usability are generally responsible for 
frustration, anxiety and low productivity and they can allow the learner to 
come to mistaken or erroneous conclusions. This paper presents some 
validations applied to the SAGRES. According to Nielsen and Mack (1994) 
it is important to make more than one kind of analysis to validate software. 
So, we adopted two methods - tests with users and a usability inspection. 
For the first method, we produced a questionnaire based on the principles of 
the ISO 9241-10, and for the second we used a ckeck1ist, ErgoList, 
deve1oped by the Usability Lab at UFSC in Brazil. 

We developed another questionnaire in order to confirm the benefits of 
personal assistance provided for users and to show that interface 
personification through animated characters is attractive to users, facilitates 
the navigation, motivates the accomplishment of tasks and provides a 
personalised assistance and presentation of information. This questionnaire 
was based on the criteria presented by Hayes-Roth and Doyle (1998) to 
validate specifically software agents represented by animated characters. 

2. THE SAGRES VIRTUAL MUSEUM 

SAGRES is designed for three kinds of users: visitor, teacher and leamer. 
The visitor is responsib1e for building and managing their visit to the 
museum. Visitors choose the subjects they are going to study and which 
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activities they are going to do. The teacher is responsible for building a visit 
about some subject and makes this available for groups of students. The 
learner is able to execute a visit previous planned by their teacher. 

The agent's module is responsible for generating and managing virtual 
guides. These guides assist users helping them in navigation and the 
operation of the system, discarding the neeq of an initial training and being 
useful in the analysis and monitoring of the users' actions. The guides are 
represented by animated characters that use the directed improvisation 
paradigm (Moraes et al. 1999) to interact with the user. In directed 
improvisation, animated characters can decide what to do and how to behave 
during their interaction with the user. To do this they execute instructions 
that can be in pre-conceived scripts and at the same time they improvise 
behaviours that are in agreement with the context of the interaction with the 
user. These behaviours include verbal and physical behaviours, that are 
similar to those of humans, like vibration and greeting, and can be expressed 
in different ways (as movement, gestures and conversation). With this 
representation we intend to provide a friendly interface for the users. 

To support the independence between the module agents and SAGRES, 
the development model was developed in three layers: presentation, business 
and data. The layers of data and business meet in the server. The data layer 
stores the SAGRES databases and information related to the agents. The 
business layer implements the agents' functionality. The presentation layer is 
located in the client and contains the SAGRES HTML pages and agent's 
pages. The layers can be seen in Figure 1. 

3. CLASSIFYING SAGRES AS EDUCATIONAL 
SOFlWARE 

W e found in the Iiterature different forms for classifying educational 
software. Gamez (1998) presents the following taxonomy. 
- Exercise and Practice, which has the objective to exercise contents or 

abilities already known by the learner. 
- Tutorial, which is responsible for the presentation of contents, using 

animations, sounds and control ofthe learner' performance. 
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Figure 1. SAGRES Tree Layers Model 

Intelligent Tutorial System, which has the objective to consider the 
knowledge and previous abilities ofthe leamer to choose strategies of 
leaming more adapted for each one. 
Simulation, which has the objective to represent or to model parts ofthe 
real world as objects, systems and events. 
Educational Game, which provides leaming trough entertainment; 
Informative, which seeks to present information in the form oftexts, 
graphs or tables. 
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- Hypertext /Hypermedia, which is commonly defined as a non Iineal form 
to store and to recover infonnation. The hypertext and the hypennedia 
can be used as adapted tools to the learning process. 
Based on the taxonomy described in Gamez (1998) we can verify that 

SAGRES can be classified as hypertextlhypennedia, because it is a system 
developed to the Internet. In this way, it inherits the natural characteristics of 
the hypennedia. The system also supplies for the teacher, the possibility of 
elaborating exercises. So, the leamer can also do exercises that are additional 
material. The system also has some characteristics of educational software 
classified as exercise and practice. 

4. USABILITY EVALUATION OF SAGRES AS AN 
EDUCATIONALSOFTWARE 

For some systems succeed, it is necessary for four characteristics to be 
present the ability to be useful for a certain public, the abi1ity to be easy to 
1earn, the abi1ity to be easy to manipu1ate, and the ability to have an 
attractive interface to get the user's attention. In this sense, the usability 
evaluation of interfaces is an important stage in the system's life cycle. The 
main objective of evaluation is to identify problems that can link the user's 
interaction with the interface. This kind of evaluation is particu1arly 
important in the ana1ysis of educational software, because products with low 
usability are generally responsib1e for frustration, anxiety and low 
productivity, and they can allow the leamer to come to mistaken or 
erroneous conclusions. 

There are several methods for usability evaluation. These methods are 
classified as usability inspection methods and empirical tests with the users. 
Some authors point out that more than one method can be applied to the 
same interface (Nielsen and Mack 1994, Winckler et al. 2000). We applied 
two techniques for SAGRES analysis: tests with users through 
questionnaires, and usability inspection using ErgoList, a specific checklist 
for ergonomic inspection developed by the Usability Lab at UFSC. 

4.1 Tests with users 

Medeiros and Cybis (2000) made a study of different ways to do usability 
evaluation and they verified that one way is through the identification of the 
users' satisfaction degree, considering the dialogue principles in the part 10 
of the ISO 9241 nonn. 
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In order to verify the satisfaction degree and usability of SAGRES, we 
developed a questionnaire with questions organised into seven categories: 
suitability for task, self-descriptiveness, controllability, conformity with user 
expectations, error tolerance, suitability for customisation, suitability for 
leaming (Blanchard 1997). To reduce the time for filling the questionnaire, 
for each category we defined .the maximuni of 5 questions. Each question 
had four options for answers: bad, regular, good and very good, with an 
associated weighting of one to four. 

It is important to note that the · objective of the questionnaire was to 
provide a complete evaluation of the system and each category included 
certain characteristics of the system. The characteristics related to the virtual 
guide are present in the suitability for leaming and self-descriptiveness. 
However, this paper also intends to provide a specific evaluation of the 
virtual guide, iri order to verify the leamer acceptance and improvements 
related to its inclusion in the system. 

We researched about evaluation approaches for intelligent agents. Hayes
Roth and Doyle (1998) pointout that work on intelligent agents inhented the 
evaluation approaches of Artificial Intelligence and other fields of Computer 
Science, such as Human-Computer Interfaces. These approaches defined the 
desirable qualities of systems. However, as virtual guides intend to be more 
similar to people, traditional approaches need to be adapted or modified. 
Hayes-Roth and Doyle (1998) present an adaptation of some important 
categories for the evaluation of animated characters. As virtual guides are 
represented through animated characters, we could app1y these 
modifications: reliable become variable, predictable becomes idiosyncratic; 
correct becomes appropriate; complete becomes effective; efficient becomes 
interesting, and optimal becomes distinctively individual. 

Following the ideas presented by Hayes-Roth and Doyle, we also 
developed a questionnaire to evaluate characteristics related to the agents. 
Some questions were: Did the guide present appropriated behaviour to each 
task? Did the guide help you in a personalised way and did he encourage you 
to do your tasks? Did the guide help you to concentrate on relevant 
information? Did the information presented by the guide are easy to 
understand? And, in the future, if you can choose the presentation with or 
without the guide, which one you choose? 

4.2 Usability evaluation 

The tool used for the usability evaluation was ErgoList This tool 
provides a way to evaluate the facility of use of interactive software. The 
ergonomic evaluation is accomplished through checklists. Each one is 
specialised in one aspect or approach that determines the ergonomics of a 
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human-computer interaction (Project ErgoList 2000). The tool is composed 
of 18 checklists that seek to evaluate the following characteristics: readiness, 
grouping for location, grouping for format, feedback, legibility, conciseness, 
minimum actions, density of information, explicit actions, user's control, 
flexibility, user's experience, error protection, error message, error 
correction, consistency, meaning and compatibility. Each one of these 
checklists comprises of three to twenty-seven subjects, that seek to test the 
applicability and the conformity, or not, with ergonomic approaches. 

4.3 Users identification 

The tests were applied to leamers from fundamental, medium and 
superior Ievels that are partners of the Computer Club at Museum of 
Seiences and Technology at PUCRS. This selection was made random, and 
the leamers involved are of both genders, with different ability Ievels and 
knowledge, all being assiduous users of the system. 

4.4 Analysis of the results 

The current phase of the research has completed all the usability 
evaluation tests applied to the visitor module (user's tests and inspection). 
The usability inspection has been completed for all modules, including 
teacher and leamer modules. And although the tests with users are not fully 
completed, the data obtained supplies very important information about the 
usability of the system. 

In the data obtained through the tests with users, considering the dialog 
principles, we verified that some categories have a larger rate: suitability for 
leaming, with average 3,68; self-descriptiveness, with average 3,635; 
controllability, with average 3,5. Although the other categories have 
obtained superior average to the good concept, the analysis of the results 
indicates that some aspects of the system can be improved. 

Error tolerance, with average 3,22: the leamer should be supplied with 
immediate feedback. As this system was developed in the Web, the time 
of request can vary due to the net traffic and the system doesn't inform 
that a request is being processed. 
Suitability oftask, with average 3,33: the options vocabulary should be 
improved, because leamer at the fundamental Ievel had difficulties to 
identify task related to options. 

- Conformity with user expectations, with average 3,375: a }arger 
information base should be available, including other areas ofknowledge. 

- Suitability for customisation, with average 3,4: it should be clear the 
available options to adapt the system. 
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In the analysis of the virtual guide, the average obtained in the 
questionnaire was 3,68. We verified that users favour the guides' behaviours 
during the execution of tasks, obtaining an average 3,875. It is important to 
say that the other aspects obtained averages superior to 3,6. So, the guide 
successfully reached the approaches proposed by Hayes-Roth and Doyle, 
displaying normal variability in their choice and manner of executing 
behaviours, being attractive and interesting to users. Besides, the guide treats 
the learner in a personalised way, aiding and motivating him to accomplish 
tasks. 

Considering the variables for suitability for learning and self
descriptiveness included the virtual guide reached the most average in 
previous questionnaire, we can conclude that the learner shows satisfaction 
with using the guides. This satisfaction is explicit, because all the learner 
answer 'with' to the question 'In the future, if you can choose the 
presentation with or without the guide, which one you choose?' In this way 
we verify that the virtual guide is an important aid to the learner during the 
operation of the system, executing its main functionality and serving as 
incentive for future access to the system. 

The data obtained through the inspection test, with ErgoList, shows the 
percentage of conformity, or not, with certain characteristics in the system. 
Figure 2 shows that most of the applicable approaches obtained percentage 
of conformity higher than 50%. The best categories are: minimum actions 
(100%), grouping for location (81,8%), density of information (77,7%) and 
grouping for format (64,7%). In contrast, error protection and user's 
experience are the worst categories, because they are not in conformity with 
ErgoList This is because certain characteristics arenot present in SAGRES 
such as: confirmation of destructive actions, existence of buttons to undo 
destructive actions, and existence of dialogues compatible with the users' 
abilities. 

Indeed, several of the approaches are not applicable, because ErgoList is 
not a checklist developed for Web evaluation. So, the approaches of error 
correction, user's control, flexibility and explicit actions have questions that 
do not match with characteristics ofWeb systems. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The evaluation phase presented in this paper presents a usability and 
practice framework for collecting the degree of users satisfaction, to identify 
positive and negative points that must be revised and improved, and to 
validate the satisfaction ofusers in relation to the virtual guide. 

Both methods, tests with users and inspections with ErgoList, show 
equivalents results, indicating that the ergonomics' aspects of the interface 
really influence the usability ofthe system. Considering that error correction, 
error message and error protection of Ergolist, can be compared to error 
tolerance in ISO 9241-10, we verify that both present the lowest degree of 
satisfaction, and must be revised. Additionally, the user's experience of 
Ergo List, and suitability of tasks of ISO 9241-l 0, reflect the need to adapt, 
not only the information presented, but also the dialogues (menus, error 
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messages and help) within the system. The questionnaire used to probe use 
of the virtual guide demonstrates that users like the virtual guide. W e believe 
it can facilitate navigation, offering personalised help and demonstrating 
interesting ways to interact with users, thus achieving its initial goal. 
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